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ON THE POINTSOF WEIERSTRASS
IN
DIMENSIONS
GREATER THANONE(l)
BY
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0. Introduction.
definition

The purpose

of Weierstrass

and the work of J. Lewittes
quence

of Kahler metrics

The classical

of this paper is to generalize

somewhat

the

points used in the theory of compact Riemann surfaces,

(see [Lw]) in showing them to be related

which he constructed

theory of Weierstrass

the study of Riemann surfaces.

points

Especially

to a se-

on Riemann surfaces.
has played an interesting

when related

to the principal

role in

mapping

of Noether.
If iM is a compact
has a g-dimensional

basis

tu.,-

Riemann surface
space

of sections

• • , co which has orders

(1)
v '

These

T(r<).

"•<

2

g > 1, its canonical

For any

of vanishing

Q = v(cu,)<vicuA<
p
l
p

p is a Weierstrass

of genus

are finite

K

p in M, we can choose

a

at p

vico
)< 2g- 1.
PS

point if v ico ) > g —1. (See Gunning

points

bundle

fe] for further details.)

in number, the number being between

2ig + l) and

(g-Dg(g + D.
They are invariant

For each

under holomorphic

automorphisms

p £ M, there is always a section

p, and the subspace

of YÍK) consisting

of M.

in r(i<) which does not vanish at

of sections

which vanish at p has dimen-

sion g - 1.
Consider
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subspaces

of TiK), which is the projective

p in M to the subspace
and is called
Weierstrass

of ViK.) which vanishes

the principal

the points where,

at p. This map is holomorphic

in the sequence

(1), vAco2) > 1. These

of this mapping are
points are certainly

points.

points.

Kobayashi
at points

P(F(K)), defined by taking each

mapping of M. The singularities

The more recent work of Lewittes
strass

space

He constructed

metrics

a sequence

on Riemann surfaces.

p where, in the sequence
in the sequence

meaning to the other Weier-

of generalizations
The yth (where

of the Bergman1 < /< g - l) is defined

(1), v ico.) = /'- 1.

The points where the curvature
in addition,

gave geometric

of the metric is negative

(1), vJ^ú-.^=

are those

p where

/• All other points have zero curva-

ture.
In this paper, we generalize
tion of a compact

is nontrivial.

of jet bundles

In §3, we consider

associated

little

mappings

the singular

sets

We point out the relationship

of which was mentioned

curvatures.

n, and an arbitrary

His situation

vector bundle

in §1.
principal

we prove our main theorem relating

points.

points to the situa-

This is done in §2, after a review of the defi-

and properties

of Weierstrass

of Weierstrass

complex manifold of dimension

E, as long as TiE)

nitions

the definition

above.

Actually

on a surface

into Grassmannians

of the mappings

with the work of Lewittes,

the metrics

lends itself

where

to the sets

we discuss

to more structure

a

are his
for the money

than we can buy in higher dimension.

In §4, we give some examples,

showing the accessibility

of the points to

computation.
The author wishes

to acknowledge

his debt to his friend and advisor,

Pro-

fessor S. Kobayashi.
1. The k- jet bundle

/ (£).

In this section

tion that is basic to the discussions

we briefly review the construc-

of this paper.

For more details

and proofs,

see Chapter IV of Palais [Pa].
1.1.

We use the multi-index

notation

throughout:

p= (//.,, //..,• • • , p ) where each p. is a nonnegative

dzfl = idzxfxidz2f2

... idzj1"

integer

(symmetric product)

p\ = n?=1/i.!
Cip,o)=ip-o-)\/p\o-\
1.2.

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension

germs of holomorphic

functions

on M with stalk

n and ii be the sheaf of

Í1. over p in M. Let rr:E

—>M
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be a holomorphic

vector bundle over M with fiber rank r and fi(E) be the sheaf

of germs of holomorphic
Q(E) is a locally

free analytic

Fix an arbitrary

consisting

sections

point

sheaf

• • , z ) centered

at p, i.e.

by power series

of the form Si tjiz
1.3

over M.

be the unique maximal ideal of Q

neighborhood

hood of p in U. The elements

elements

m

Œ (E) over p in Al.

of all the germs which vanish at p, i.e. the nonunits

are representable
series

of ü-modules

p in M. Let

main Slp. If U is a coordinate
■iz., r,,-

of E over Al with stalk

For integers

of the integral do-

of p with coordinate

function

z =

zip) = (0, 0,- •-, 0), then the elements

^l„l>0

of m

auzfi which converge

of Slp

in some neighbor-

are those germs representable

by those

z^.

k > -1,

we consider

of m*+1 are those in ÎÎ.

the ideal

represented

m*+ , where

mp = Q . The

by ^■\IJ.\¿k.au.zf1'

Define the submodule Z* of Q (E-) by Z* = m**1 . Qp(E).
Now define

/¿(E) = ii (E)/Z~ for k > -1.

We are identifying

tions of E at p, which, in some local representation,

of order less than or equal to k. These derivatives
tion of / (E)=

U/,eA1/h(E)

1.4

We have the natural

jkp:SlpiE)^JkpiE),
where

T(E) denotes

have the same derivatives

then give a local trivializa-

which makes it a holomorphic

rank Rk = r • Cin + k, n) where Cin+k,
and that /°(E) = E.

germs of sec-

vector bundle of fiber

n) = in + k)\/n\k\.

Note that/_1(E)

=0

homomorphisms

jkp: íí(E) ^ /¿(E),

the vector space

and /* : T(E) ^ T(/*(E))

of holomorphic

Since m 3m*+ , we have, for each
bundles

k>—l,

sections

of E over M.

an induced homomorphism

of

vector

nk+x'k: Jk+xiE) —/*(E),
which is analytic

1.5.
its

and surjective.

Letting

Ath symmetric

T

denote the holomorphic

cotangent

power, we have an injection

(see

bundle of M and S ÍT*)

Palais

[Pa])

0 — Sk+XiT*)@>E-*JkfXiE).
The homomorphism

fejiîji'"

is defined

locally as follows:

» zn) be a local coordinate

be a local basis for E near p. Thus each
of p in M and the set Iv^q),
for q in some neighborhood

v. is a section

linearity

of p. Map the element

homomorphism

(dz^)

® f ¿(p), where

class in Qp(E)/Z*+1

z^v ■ of E in some neighborhood

to get the desired

of E in a neighborhood

v2iq),- • • , vfiq)} is a basis for the vector space

k + 1, of tS*+1(T*) ® E)p to the equivalence
by the local section

Let p be a point in M, z =

system centered at p, and |t/., t/_,. • « , v }

|/t| =

represented

of p. Extend this map by

of vector bundles.

E
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Clearly

(from the construction),

so that we have the short exact

(el)

sequence

0-+Sk+xiT*)
The discussion

also gives

(e2)

the image of iSk+xÍT*) ® E)p is Z^Z**1,

® E -/fe+I(E)^/*(E)^0.
the exact

sequence

0 -» Zfe+1 — Zk — (SkiT*) ® E)
p
2.

Weierstrass

points.

n, E a holomorphic
of holomorphic

sion.

We assume

2.1.
inverse

M be a compact

sections

of E. Since

that the dimension

of TiE)

h.

p in M and each integer

zeth jet evaluation

image of Z

in the homomorphism

(«3)

is nonzero.

k>-l,

(i) ForA>-l,
is an exact

(e4)

Let

has finite dimen-

H be a nontrivial

Hp

to be the ker-

We remark that this is the

to the exactness

the section

to

of

*p

f/£+1 A f/*+2.

sequence

0 - fl*+2 -

HkAX- (Sk+X(T*) ® E) .

P

Proof.

of dimension

(el).

Proposition,
There

F(E)

H —»Q.AE) which takes

is equivalent

0-r,*+ï-//-/*(E)
p

(ii)

manifold

define

map at p, /* : H —»/*(£).

its germ at p. The definition

which parallels

complex

M is compact,

of TiE) oí dimension

For each

nel of the

Let

-»0.
P

vector bundle on M with fiber rank r, and T(E) the vector

space

linear subspace

P

P

P

(1) is clear from the remark after the definition

and the fact that

Z*

DZ*+1.
P
First we define the last homomorphism

in (e4) to be the dashed

arrow defined

by the diagram:

0— Hk+2 ^Hkp*\
\

4

0-.Z*+1-»Z**2
The exactness

of the sequence

2.2. Forthose

\

>

—(5*+1(T*)®E)

(e4) then follows

and using the remark after the definition
The exact sequence

\

(e4) parallels

k, satisfying

of Hp

p

—0

by examining
.

the above diagram

Q.E.D.

(e2).

Rk < h (where Rk = rCin + k, n)), define

Wk(H) = [p £ M| /'* : H -» /^(E)
So for z> wo/ in W^iH) we have the exactness

is not surjective!.
of
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(e5)

0-hJ+1-.H

-./J(E)-.0.

We also have the
Proposition.

For p not in WAh), where

(e6)

k > 0, we have the exact sequence

0 -»/7fe+1 -*Hk ->(S*(T*)®E)
P

Proof.
Consider

p

—0.
i>

We start with (e4) and show surjectivity

of the last homomorphism.

the diagram

0

I

(SkiT*) ®E)p
/*
j
0_W*+1
—
h
_£./*(E)-»
p
p

0

I

1
o
The ¡mage of Hp by ;'* in /*(E)

is identical

with the image of

iSkiT*) ® E)p by the injection. Q.E.D.
For those k, satisfying R,>h, define
WkiH) = [p e M | /* : H -» /*(E) is not injectivei.
Generally

then we will say that

is not of maximal rank.

WAH) is the set of p in M where

W. (//) is called

the ¿th order Weierstrass

and H.

2.3. Corollary, (i) IV_,(/i)=0.
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

//
//
//
//

Proof.

Rfc<i?ife+j< h,then WkiH) C Wfc+1(f/).
h<Rk<Rk+x,then
WkiH) Z)^(fi).
H, C f/2 and Rk<ht< h2, then WkÍHx)Z)WkiH2).
Wj C H2 and hy<h2< Rk, then W^H^C WkiH2).
Since

/"(£)=

0, (i) is obvious.

The diagram
H->Jkh+XiE)

gives

(ii) and (iii) immediately.

/'* : £■—»/*(£)
set for M, E,
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The diagram

H

lv

.*

JJ>
/*(£)

H <t
gives (iv) and (v) immediately.

Q.E.D.

Thus if k is the greatest

integer

satisfying

R, > < h, we have the two chains

0 = U'_1(/V)C WQiH)C •.. C Wk,iH)
and

\'+l(W)D^'+2(H)D'--It is quite clear that there need be no inclusion

relationship

between

Wfc»(/i)

and RV+l'to).
2.4.

Proposition.

Proof.

The W^ÍH) are analytic

In fact, consider

the trivial

subvarieties

bundle

M x H and the obvious

j : M x H —, } ÍE). Then for m = min ÍRk, h), take the
bundle map f\m /*: Am ÍM x H) — Am /*(£).

of M.

zzzth exterior

This gives a section

bundle map
power

Am /* of the

bundle

Hom(Am(Mx H), Am JkiE)) =*(Am ÍMx H))* ® Am /*(£)
whose zero set is W.(//).

2.5.
integer

(The asterisk

We remark that the sets
u satisfying

denotes

the dual bundle.)

W¡¿H) have a finer structure.

Q.E.D.

For each

k and

0 < u < R,, define

WukiH)= {p e M | rank ijkp: H - /¿(E)) < min íu, h)\.

Then Wt(tf) = WukÍH)
for a = Rk, and W£(//)C W£+l(/i) for u < u + 1 < Rk.
Proposition.
Proof.

The W£(/i) are analytic

subvarieties

of M.

As above, WfiH) is the zero set of the section

Aw /* e r((Am(M x h))* ® Am]kiE))
where zzz= min íu, h).
3.

Q.ED.

Maps into Grassmannians,

semi-Kähler

metrics.

assume that we have a compact complex manifold
E with nontrivial

subspace

vector space

H of YÍE).

of holomorphic

We then construct

In this section,

M, a holomorphic

sections

we again

vector bundle

YÍE), and a nontrivial

a mapping of M-V/^ÍH) into a Grassmann
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space associated
mann space

3.1.

with H. By pulling back to M- H^(//), any metric in the Grass-

then gives a semimetric

First,

of dimension

we need notation

h. Let x, y be nonnegative

be the Grassmann
tary subspaces
jection

the standard

V maps

the element

in the space

of the linear mapping

the projection
V

® V", together

an atlas

for Gr^

of V.

V', and the linear mapping
of V

to each such

S

of V' into V* which is the
given by

S —» V" which is the restric-

Uv< v* —»LÍV', V" ) ^

® V" with Cxy gives a chart for

coming from varying

a compact complex manifold of dimension

V = V @ V".

to the isomorphism

of V onto V". This mapping

with any isomorphism

so that

onto V1. Then assign

V —» S, inverse

(V), the other charts

ÍV)

S of V such that the pro-

L(V , V") of linear mappings

of V onto

tion of the projection

Gt x

Let V', and V* be complemen-

subspaces

S bijectively

composition

Av).

x, and y respectively,

Uv> v* oí x dimensional

of V onto

Let V be a vector space

with x + y = h. Let

subspaces

atlas on Gr

of V of dimensions

the set

spaces.

integers

manifold of x dimensional

We construct
Consider

on M — W^ÍH).

for Grassmann

V' and V", making it

xy.

Let B x,y ÍV) be the vector bundle of rank x over Gr x ,y ÍV) whose points con(S, v), in the trivial bundle Gx »yÍV) x V, for which v is in S. This

sist of pairs

is the so called

note the quotient

tautological

bundle

vector bundle over Gr

Gr x ,y ÍV) x V//3 x ,y (V),we

(V).

Letting

Q

ÍV) de-

get
the following ^ bundle exact
^

sequence

0 - BxJv) - Gr,.yW x v - QxJv) - o
over Gr
3.2.

(V)i called the canonical
If V is equipped

Kahler metric defined

sequence.

with a hermitian

by the fundamental

write the representative

metric,

then

Grx

(V) is given a

form a> which is defined

of <u in Uv> v« by choosing

orthonormal

as follows.

bases

We

for V'

and V and then defining

(*)

covy ÍS)= -4vQ dd log det ÍIy. + 'I'ÍS)Z'(S))

where

¡v'

is the identity

matrix, Z'ÍS) is the matrix of the map Z(S): V' —» V*

and 'Z ÍS) is the matrix of the adjoint
with respect
of choice

to the chosen

of orthonormal

bases.

basis,

of Z(S),the

This

is positive

matrices

being representatives

C°° form a> of type (1.1) is independent
definite,

and defines

a Kahler metric

on Gr* ,y ÍV).
3.3.
manifold

Return now to the consideration
M, a vector bundle

morphic sections

of an n-dimensional

compact complex

E of rank r over M, the vector space

of E over M, which we assume

to be nontrivial,

YÍE) of holoand a subspace

H of r(E) of dimension h 4*0.
For each k with R,< h and p in M - WAh) we have the h- R, dimensional
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subspace

Hz*

of H. This defines

on the one hand, a holomorphic

vector bundle

f/*+1 of rank h - Rk over M - W¿(/i), whose fiber over p in M - Wt(/í) is f/*+1,
and on the other hand a holomorphic

mapping

NkiH): M,- WkiH) — &h_R
called

the ¿th associated

principal

mapping.

R (H)

We have the following

commutative

diagram:

Hk+X= N,iH)-XB,

„

„(H)-*B,

_

h~Rk'Hk

M - WkiH)->
3.4.

At the points

the image will be pulled

„(H)

h-Rk'Rk

(H)

Gr*-«,.«,

in M - W, (//) where

NkiH) is an immersion,

any metric on

back to a metric.

Theorem 3.1. For k>0, with R, . < h, let SAH) be the set of singularities
of the map N Ah). Then we have the inclusion S/fe(H)CWk AH).
Proof. Let p be a point of M - Wk j(fi). We examine dNkÍH)ip).
Choose

a coordinate

system

in a neighborhood

G oí p, centered

at p. Thus'

2 = (z., z2,« «• , zn) is defined in G and z(/>) = (0, 0, • • • , 0).
Since p is in M - Wk ¡(H), it is in M - W^Oí) for all 0 < m < k + 1, in particular,

for m = 0. Thus there are sections

3*, (/>)»• • • , 3* ip) are linearly
is an open condition

some neighborhood

Choose

$j »• • • t $
in E

Q^iq), • • • » $r(a)

of p. Let

a basis

$j,...,fl>r.

since

so that

independent

gives

G be made smaller

for H in the following

or E such that the values

and gives

a basis

a basis

of E . This

of E

for all

a in

so that this is true in G.

manner.

First

include

Again, all of the ;™ : H —»/™(E) are surjective

the elements

for 772,0<m<k

+ l,

p is not in Wk ¿H) Z>WkiH) Z>... Z>W0(/i). For all such 772then, we have (e6)

0 — //« +1 -♦ w» — (5m(r*) ® E^ -» 0.
For each such

772then, we can choose

$„

K7n-1

ments of H™ whose images in (S"*(r ) ® E)
for all /i with

..,■>*&d
+'

Km-l+¿

.->»**• »$d

are the elements

| p \ = rzzand 1 < i < r, ordered lexicographically

tuple ii, \p\, p).
Thentóin«
*R„1.*K1,2.-".*Ràtl

Next, starting

with

R77Z-1, + 1 <
u<— R.771'
—

to be ele-

(dznp ® 4>.(p)
in the in + 2)-

tobe

VV.""V

m = k and decreasing

K77z

772until

m =*1, define

for u,
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fj> = 0' _ y a
U

U

*—•

where the summation is over all v, Rm<v<
chosen

so that if u corresponds

$ ,
V

Rk j and the auv ate the constants

to the in + 2)-tuple

Hp+2. (In fact if v corresponds
coefficient

UV

it, m, p) then $u-z'i$i.

to the in + 2 )-tuple

of the zv<t>. term of the expansion

Finally, choose $>Rfefl +i'$Ri+i+2'"

is in

(/» | v \, v), then auv is the

of $'

in z, and the Oj,- • < , 3>r.)

,'$Atobea

basis for Hp*2'

Let //' = H*+1 and //" be the subspace of H spanned by Oj,- • >, ®R,>
Thus /¿|H"

is an isomorphism of HH with /¿(E).

Now, if p' is in G we need to know the relationship
Hp+

in order to construct

the local coordinates

between

of the Hpt

in UH, H„. Let G be made small enough so that Hpt
in G. Then, to construct
for each

and then map each

In more detail,

of Hpt , split its elements

H' component

and

is in UH, H» for all p'

the linear map of H' into H* corresponding

p' in G, we will take a basis

H" components,

ponent.

Hp,

in the standard chart
to H~t
into //' and

into the corresponding

H" com-

for all v, R,<v<b,
Rk
V

where the Zuvip')

will span

ate constants

V

chosen

H*?1. That this is possible

H ate complementary

direct

summands

tions in Hpïx, and that the í>v span

Then the map H' —» //" in L(//',
early extending

i—>

UV *

a =l

so that the <1> lie in H~,+

is a restatement
HptX since

and thus

of the fact that H^t1 and

of H, that the $

//") corresponding

the map of the basis

u

have the í>

the $o,

as projec-

1 < u < Rk, span

to //¿f1

is defined

H'.

by lin-

elements

u-l

This has the matrix (Z

(p')).

Next, we need to calculate,
centered

in the local coordinates

at p, the n x Rtíb - R¡.) Jacobian

ÍD'Z ttiz (p)),
r
We accomplish

l<— j<n,
—

this by the technique

z = (z,, z»,> • •, z )
i

matrix

Ku<R,,
— —

R.<v<h.—

ZcZe

of implicit differentiation.

First, let

$„(<?)
=E

£

«=1 |az|20

where the convergences

a',/W•<*>'

l<v<h,

"^

are good in (a possibly

smaller)

G.

¿

n
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Then

i=l

|/i[ï0

«=l

for Rk < v < h. But $ (?) vanishing
multi-index

a, with

| a\ < &, each

of order zi at p' implies that, for each

i, and each

1|m|ä0

= £

tz, R, < v < h,

»=i

< Cíít, o-)z(p0^

|m|äO

+ £

ftizo-

Now, differentiate

i=l |/x|ao

Zjp')

£ au(fip,

u =l

with respect

to zip

'

chip1)»-*.

ÍÍ20-

) for each

;', 1 < ;' < n, and evaluate

at p

to get

0= Z ^.-^C^a^r"8';

£ D/Zai/(p) £ a^Ctzz, aMp)^

ZJ-ao-

u =l

+ Z
Z ut/ 0»)
yi-d a*up U.-o.lCip,
¿->
r
it
u= 1

But, since

/x><r

o-)z(p)M~CT"
/.

M2a

Z ^(p) = 0 for all

zz, v and z.(p) = 0 for all

/, 1 <;' <n, we have the

equations

Rk

0 = a¿vcr+b.
.. Cio + o.,o)+
j

V
D'Z uv (phf
£—*
r
uo-

or
R¿
2

satisfied

by the components

We are interested

First,

D'Z^ip)

« =1

of the Jacobian

matrix.

then in the rank of this Jacobian

by our choice

of basis,

if u corresponds

matrix.

to the in + 2)-tuple

(/»JA^A.)»

then

1 if i = /, A = a,
.0

otherwise,

so that we get

D'Z
where

u corresponds

to ii,\o\,a).

ip) = -ia. + l)ai

uv '

i

Also, since

.,

fcr+5.

;

ot|/Cr+s.=

0 »f |o"+ö;.| < A +1, we
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have

D'Z

k+l,

(p) = 0 for u corresponding

i.e. \a\<
Finally,
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to (z',| a\, a) and any v, when

| a+ 8 \ <

k.

when v > i?fe . the element

4>v is in Hp+2, and we have

a'va.^s = 0

for \a\<k.
So the only possible
those for the pairs

R, < v < Rj.,1-

nonzero

columns

of the Jacobian

u and zz with u corresponding

matrix

(D'Z

(p)) are

to (z, k, a) and v satisfying

These number

(RA" Rk-l)(Rkn

-Rk^'2

.C(n-l

+ k,n-

DCin + k, n - 1)

in all.
Clearly,

if Rk . < h and p is not in W^ (w), there are at least

independent

columns,

the Jacobian

n linearly

matrix is of rank n, and p is not in S^ÍH).

Q.EJ3.
From the proof of the theorem we can conclude
Corollary

3.2.

If the vector bundle

the following.

E is in fact a line bundle,

and h > i?,,

then S0ÍH)= W^H).

r+l,

Corollary 3.3. If the manifold is of dimension n = 1, and h> R,+ I = rk +
then SkiH) = ^+1(ü) where u = rk + r + 1. (See §2 for the definition of

irç+1(/i).)
Corollary

3.4.

If the manifold is of dimension

n = l, the vector bundle

E is

is a line bundle, and h> Rk + 1 = k + 2, then SkÍH)= W^ .(/í).
3.5.

Now, if H is equipped

given the Kahler metric
it a Kahler semimetric,

In particular,
its holomorphic

positive

generalization

definite

if E is the canonical
sections

^l'^
In the case

with a hermitian

( ), and the pullback

is equipped

R.(tf)

K, the vector space

with a natural hermitian

= //l^2'

can De
on

YÍK) oí

metric given by

ol,a2inYik).

of the Bergman metric.

metric on M - WAh) is the Kobayashi

(See Kobayashi

E is a power of the canonical

space, then the Kahler semimetrics

Gr¿_R

on (M - Wk(H)) - Sk(H).

line bundle

k = 0, the induced semi-Kähler

If M is a curve,

metric,

ú>¿ of <u to M - WJÍH) induces

[K].)

bundle, and H is a Hilbert

defined by <u, are those defined by Lewittes.

(See [Lw].)
If M is arbitrary

and E is of the form E„ ® K where

vector bundle equipped with a hermitian

metric,

EQ is a holomorphic

YÍE) can be equipped with a

hermitian metric by (<7j, ff2) = fM (<Tj, o2), ffj, o~2in YÍE), where (<Tj, o2) ¡s the
section

of K ® K defined by taking the scalar

values in the fibers of K ® K.

product in the fibers of EQ with
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4. Examples.
4.1.
bundles

Now we examine

some examples.

on Riemann surfaces

First,

we get a result

the notion of "order
So, suppose

that

The first examples

deal with line

and we need some preparation.

stronger

of vanishing

than those of §4, since for Riemann surfaces,
of a holomorphic

M is a compact

function"

Riemann surface

works well.

of genus

g and that

E is

a holomorphic line bundle L on M. Then the rank of J (L) is Rk = 1 • C(l + k, l)
= k + 1. Taking the highest case Rk - h, i.e. k = h - 1, we have the result that W.AL)
is the zero set of the section

A*/'*"1

of the line bundle

(A*(M x H))* ®

Ah]h-xiL).
However,

in the case

Proposition
the line bundle

of a line bundle,

4.1 (see [G, p. 1031).
L over a compact

we have the following.

// s is a nontrivial

Riemann

surface

holomorphic

section

M, then for the first

of

Chern

number of L, Cj(L),

<m<l>= £

">).

peM

where

v As) is the order of vanishing

p

of s at p.

Thus, we have the following:
Proposition

points (including

4.2.

// A /'*

multiplicity)

is nontrivial

then the number of Weierstrass

is

£ v (A* jh~X)= cAiNhiMx H)f ® A* ]h-\L)) = (g - Dih - Dh + hc.iD.
peM

p

Proof.

The first equality

is Proposition

4.1.

For the second we have, using elementary

the fact that

c¡ÍM x H) = 0 since

properties

M x H is trivial,

of c x, linear algebra,

and the exact sequence

(el)

from §1,

Cl((A*(Mx H))*® A* ]h~liL)) = cÁi/\h (Aix H)f) + Cli/\h }h-\D) -=c,(A* Jh~liD)
= Cj(©

(S'(K)®L)J

(since T* ^ K = canonical line bundle)

A-l

= £ cxiK' ® L) = ih - DhcxiK)/2 + hcxiL) = ih - Dhig - 1) + he AL) Q.E.D.
i'=o

Note that this formula depends

only on h and not on H, except

that

A /

must be nonzero somewhere.
In the rest of this discussion

yiE) for h, and write

of examples,

WAe) for the Weierstrass

we will take

H = T(E), write

sets of M, E, and V(E).
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Example
canonical

1. M is a compact Riemann surface

bundle of M. Here, the definition

of Weierstrass

of genus

agrees

413
g and L = K is the

with the classical

definition

points for k, 0 < k < g - 1 (see [Lw] and fe]).

The total number of (g - l)th

is, by Proposition

order Weierstrass

points

for K, counting

order

4.2,

(g - l)(g - Dg + 2ig- Dg = ig - Dgig + 1),
which agrees

with the classical

result (see [G, p. 123]).

For future use, we define:

An integer

M if and only if p is not in W^^K)
There

are g gap numbers

< p2 < • - • < p <2g
gap sequence

k > 1 is a gap number for a point p in

- Wk_2iK) (W_j(r<) = 0).

[p.\,

1 < i < g,at

(see fe, p. 120]).

a point

p which satisfy

p is a Weierstrass

Ip .1 is not 1 < 2 < • • • < g. We call the numbers

are not gap numbers and which satisfy

1 < 0"¿< 2g,

1 =zjj

point if and only if the
a., 1 < i < g which

a. < o\ . the nongap numbers

of p.
4.2.

bundles,

Before dealing

with the next examples,

we review some results

fe] for proofs.
Proposition

be a nontrivial

See especially
4.3.

Proof.

of L.

Then

Let |(7a| be a covering

be the transition

tation

for s.

Thus

functions

(We refer mostly to Gunning

L is isomorphic

M. Let s

with the line bundle associ-

of s.

\(paa\

transition

on line bundles.

line

§§ 7 and 10.)

Let L be a line bundle on the Riemann surface

section

ated to the divisor

which are of arbitrary

functions

sa=(pa„Sß

of M over which

for L and

It/„I.

and <Paß = sa^sß'

for the line bundle associated

Using the Riemann-Roch

theorem,

L is locally

Let

trivialized

|s-a¡ be a local

But \sa/sß\

to the divisor

an

represen-

is the set of

of S.

Q.E.D.

Gunning has the

Proposition 4.4 fo, pp. 111-112]. (a) // Cj(L)< 0 then y(D= 0.
(b) // Cj(L) = 0 and L =»M x C is the trivial line bundle, then yiL) = 1.
(c) // Cj(L) = 0 and L j¿ M x C then yiD = 0.

(d) // 0< Cj(L)<2g-2
course,

then Cj(L)- ig - l) < yiD< min (g, Cj(L)+l).

Of

here, g ¡= 0.

(e) // cxiL) = 2g - 2 and L = K, then yiL) = g.
(f) // Cj(L) = 2g - 2 and L f¿ K, then yiD = g - 1. Of course, here, g ¿ 0.

(g) //cj(L)>2g-2
Since we are interested
(c).

However,

studying

then y(D = Cj(D-(g
only in those

in case (a), since

- 1).

L with yiL) ¿ 0, we rule out (a) and

Cj(L) =-Cj(L)i

we can still study

L~ . We remark here that in case (b), we always

have

L by

WQiMx C) = 0.
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Example 2. If M has genus g = 0, i.e. M = Pj, then all line bundles on Pj
are of the form Ç",

zzze Z, where

£ is the dual of the tautological

?v and Cj(0= 1 fe, pp. 115-116]. So c,^)-

line bundle on

i».

By Proposition 4.2, all W^C") ate empty, for 1 < k < zzz.
Example 3. If g = 1, then for any line bundle L, with Cj(L)> 0, case (g) of
the proposition

gives

yÍL) = Cj(L).

cording to Proposition

Write d fot this common positive

2.1, the number of zeros of A

If d= 1, L must be a line bundle

£. associated

7

integer.

Ac-

is d .

with a unique (to L) point

divisor p in M. Then WQÍL)=ip|,and WkÍL)= 0 fot k>l.
In order to discuss
power line bundle

Q

the case when

d> 1, we first consider

= ÎÇpY", zzze Z, zzz> 1. Then

Cj(<¿™)= to, by (g) of Proposition

c^Cm)

the zzzthtensor

= m and y(£p

=

4.4.

Proposition 4.5. p is not in W¡¿ÍC™)for all 0< k < m - I. p is in Wffl_j(zíp.

p z's nor z« Wfc(<^) for all k>m.
Proof,

s™ is a section

in T(^™), which vanishes

Let & be an integer satisfying
there is a meromorphic

of order exactly

function

/

. on zMwhose only singularity

k if and only if k is a nongap number.

g = 1, M does not have any Weierstrass
total

number

is

the meromorphic

(g + l)gig - l).

functions

/

So, for 1 < k < zzz, /

,s

of order

zzz- k, where

surjective

only at p with order

for all

m.

k > 1. It is known (see fe, p. 121 J) that

points

is a pole at p

On the other hand, since

for the canonical

bundle since

So the only gap number for any point is 1.

, exist

for every

is a homomorphic

0<zzz-fc<zzz-l.

m - k' , 0<m—

Thus

k'<m—

p and every

section
/*"*'

k > 1.

of ÇA". It vanishes
: T(^)

the

Thus

at p

— /£"*'(££

I, and p is not in ^m_¿'(í?)

) is
f°r all

such fe .
Since the set of zzzsections

is™,
p /,,
'p,2 ,s"",p

• • , /„
'p,m s™¡
p has distinct

ing order at p, they must give a basis for r(£?).
YiÇ£) —, ]m~ XiÇ™) is not surjective

yíCp

' m, we have

fot k>m.

/£: T(£p—

and that when

/p(££)

is injective

vanish-

jm~

:

k = zzzand Rm = m + 1 >

so that

p is not in W^)

Q.EJD.

Now, consider

an arbitrary

be any point in M.
Consider the line bundle
above when

Then it is clear that

line bundle

L£b~

L with yÍL) = c.ÍL)=

, which has c1(L^~")=

d = 1, we see that there is exactly

d>2.

Let b

1. From the case

one p in M such that

LÇi"

=

4.5, è is not in ^¿(E)

when

A ¡¿

Çp, from which we get L = £p££~ l.
li p = b then

d-l

L = ti

and from Proposition

and 6 is in W¡J_lÍL).
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If p /=■b then, letting
at b (it vanishes

s

be a nontrivial

section

of £ > sp does not vanish

exact by at p). Thus, considering

the basis

s^~

,

fb 2s£~ l, »• • , jbdm xs^~ , of r(C¿~ 1), we get d - 1 linearly independent

elementsB « U^'K

*Jb,A

," ' ' Vm./"'1

find a basis for TiCPCÍ~

' we nee£i t0 select

which,

d - 1 elements

set.

together

with the

Let s' be any section

TiCpCi~

)> Then there

of the elements

in TiC6Cl~

in

B, forms a linearly

4.1 since then a"= Cj(L)=

s'

minus some linear

combination

at b with order larger than d by

St* (s) > v¿(s) > a*. So vhis) = d-2

or "¿(s) = d. But if f¿(s) = d then s vanishes
so that by Proposition

independent

at b with order i-vCs) and v,(s) =

d - 2 or iz,(s) > d— 1. S cannot vanish

Proposition

To

) not lying in the span of B in

is an s which is

of B, which vanishes

°f r^"^

one more element of riCpCf~l)

only at b and with order d,

4.3, L = Cf which contradicts

the assumption

p ¿ b.

Thus vbis) =d-2.
From knowing
J i£jCÍ~

s and the set

) is surjective

B, it is clear that /* : TiCXf'

for k < d - 1 and injective

) —*

for k > d - 1. Thus

b

is not in any WAD).
A minor modification

of the above

yields

the same result

for

L with

d=2.
Thus we have shown

Proposition 4.6. // Cj(L) = yiL) = d > 1, then for each b in M, there is

a unique p in M such that L = ÇpÇf~X, b is not in WkiD for k /=d- 1,
and b is in Wd_j(L) if and only if p = b.
Example 4.
for line bundles

Similar

arguments

give the following

L on Riemann surfaces

If c1(L)=l,then
then W0iL) consists

y(D=0

of genus

or y(L)=l

(not as nice) results

g = 2.

(Proposition 4.2). If y(L)=l,

of one point p and L= Ç . Also, WkiL) = 0 for all

k=0,
If ciL) = 2 then either L is or is not the canonical

line bundle

K oí M.

Ii L = K, then y(K)= 2 (Proposition 4.2). From classical
results (see
fc, p. 229]) we know that M is hyperelliptic, there are six distinct points w.

1 < 1 < 6, in Wj ÍK), and there are no points in WkiK) where k ¿ 1. We
point out also

that for each

p in M, there exists

exactly

one a in M such

that K = CpCg»and that p = a if and only if it is in H'j(rv).
If ciD = 2 and L¿ K, then y(L) = 1 (Proposition 4.2) and L - CpCg,
where

p and a are unique.

Then for p ¿ a, we have

Wn(L)= íp, a¡ and

WA(L)= 0 for A¿ 0. If p = a then W„(L)= ^(L) = ipl and Wk(L)= 0 for
M 0, 1.
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If Cj(L)= d> 2, then yiL)=d-

1 (Proposition 4.2). Then there are 2(zi-l)2

points in H'í/_2(l) (counted with multiplicities as zeros of /\
points,

we proceed

by noting that, for any point

number 2 and L • Cb~

not the canonical

Either

= CpCq where

bundle.

j ~ ). To find these

b in M, L • £b~

has Chern

p and q are unique if and only if Cjaa

By examining cases,

ia

we have the following possibilities.

b is not in W^_2(L), or, one of the following occurs:

(1) L = Çf where b is in Wj(K). Then b is in W¿_3(E) (and hence
Wd_2ÍL))and is not in Wfe(L),k<d-3.
b is also in W¿_j(L) but not in Wrf(L).

(2) L = Clfil'2

where uz is in W,(K) and & is not in W^K). Then ¿>is in

Wj^^iL) (and hence in W¿_2(L)) but not in WkÍL), k < d- 3. 6 is not in

Iv^a).
(3) L = CpCf~l where p / b and £ £fc ¿ K. Then b is in »^(D
and not
in WkiL), k<d-2.
b is not in W(J_l(L).
(4) L = Çdbwhere b is not in Wj(iO. Then 6 is in W¿_2(£<)and not in
Vk(L), k<d-2.
¿z is in rVrf_1(L)and not in V/dÍL).
points

b for which

for 1 < i < 4, then after examining

If there are zz(.distinct

the vanishing

L can be represented
behavior

of A

in case (i)
j

at

points of each type, we have

3«! + 2n2 + «3 + 2«4 = 2(¿- l)2 > 0.
4.4.

In the next example,

dimension

bundle

and Weierstrass

we examine

complex

analytic

points for their canonical
of its complex structure,

gent bundle

bundle

T, the cotangent

and their associated

these

bundles

bundles.

(such as the codimension

Example

5. We discuss

hypersurface

4.7.

d in P

-,

are important to the

some others being the tan(tensor,

The Weierstrass

symmetric,

points

complex projective

// V is nonsingular

/ is the hyperplane

(algebraic)

ex-

point behavior

of the WA can help to classify

the Weierstrass

in re + 1 dimensional

Proposition

degree

¿-jet

T , their products

of higher

The canonical

K is but one of a number of bundles whose invariants

manifold in the classification
terior)

manifolds

bundles.

of the canonical

space

P

irreducible

of

them.

bundle of a

,.
hypersurface

of

line bundle on P +1, and kv is the ca-

nonical bundle on V, we have YÍV, ky) ä T(Pn+1, /d_(n+2)).
Assume

now that

The general
degree

d-

d> n + 2.

section

of /"~("+2'

(/V + 2) in the homogeneous

index notation)

s = 1i i=d_.

local coordinate

system

coordinate

js given by a homogeneous

Z./=Q,

take

..a

on i/Sthe

z^.

coordinates

polynomial

zQ,. • • , zn •,: (using

To get the representative

multi-

of s in the

set of points in Pn+1 with homogeneous

s. = s/zd~("+2).

of

ON THE POINTS OF WEIERSTRASS

The dimension of T(P„+1, ^"^
= Cid- 1, n + 1), where m- d-in

* is thus ^V
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-CU + .+ I..+

1)

+ 2).

Then, we have the

Proposition 4.8. For k<m,

Rk = C(zz+ k, n)< yiky) = Cin + m + 1, « + 1)

and WkiV)= 0.
The next step then is to consider

whether

To examine this further, consider

the homogeneous

P(z) = 2"_£

a p in M is in Wm .tUy).

polynomial

degree

d,

z , where a"> « + 2. After some work, we have the following results:

If « = 1, and d = A, then m = 1 and we have WQiky)= W^ky) = 0, W2(£y)
= 1(1, 0, a), (0, 1, a),<l, a, 0): where a" is a fourth root of -1|. R2 =3 =yiky).
If « = 2, and a"= 5, then m = 1 and we have W0(zêy)= Wjíráy) = 0, W2(/fe„)=

1(1, 0, 0, a), (1, 0, a, 0), <1, a, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, a), <0,1, a, 0), (0, 0, 1, a):
where a is a fifth root of -li. Here, R2 = 6 > y(/fe„)= 4 > Rj = 3.
If 72= 2, and a*= 6, then m = 2 and we have H/0(/èv,)=WjU^) = W2(¿v) = 0,
and WAky) is a reducible divisor.
4.5.

Example

Proposition

Here R, = 10 = yUw).

6. In this example,

4.9.

The tangent

we note that

bundle of profective

space

of n dimension

we remark that if M is a homogeneous

space

and £ is a

has WkiT?n)= 0 for all k.
Furthermore,

homogeneous
for example

vector bundle over AI, then for any invariant
TiE), we have

subspace

H of TiE),

WkiH) is equal to either all of Al or the empty set.
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